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Short Description

Fitting everything you want into a HTPC or small form factor PC can be tough, but quietly cooling those
cramped components is a far tougher proposition. The ultra-compact Shadow Rock LP premium CPU cooler
efficiently and economically solves this special problem.

Description

Compact Cooling, Significant Quiet

Fitting everything you want into a HTPC or small form factor PC can be tough, but quietly cooling those
cramped components is a far tougher proposition. The ultra-compact Shadow Rock LP premium CPU cooler
efficiently and economically solves this special problem.

If you are seeking the best possible mix of premium cooling performance for restricted space situations,
remarkably quiet operations, eye-catching design, and a highly attractive price in the compact CPU cooler
segment, seek no further. Shadow Rock LP is the new cooler for you.

Features

High Cooling Efficiency

High compact cooling capacity of 130W TDP
Four high-performance 6mm heat pipes carry heat to the optimal locations on the cooling fins

Low-Noise Operation

A silence-optimized Pure Wings 2 120mm PWM fan supports the best balance of cooling performance
and quiet operation
Nine silence-optimized fan blades with high airflow capabilities reduce noise-generating turbulences
Durable rifle-bearing technology contributes to a long lifespan of up to 80,000 hours
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Even at 100% full fan speed, overall noise is a scant 25.5dB(A)

Highly Compatible, Highly Convenient and Compact Design

Low-profile design saves space and allows easy access to components even within the tight confines of
compact PC enclosures
Design supports mounting from atop the mainboard, greatly increasing convenience
Compatibility with all current Intel® and AMD™ sockets

Product Conception, Design and Quality Control in Germany

Attractive design thanks to aluminum top cover and heat pipe caps
3-years manufacturer’s warranty
Quick support is available via our international hotline, Mondays to Fridays from 9:00am to 5:30pm
(CET): +49 (0) 40-736 76 86 - 98

Specifications

Main Specifications

Overall dimensions without mounting material (L x W x H), (mm): 134 x 122 x 75.4
Total weight (kg): 0.39
TDP (W): 130
Socket compatibility: Intel: 775 / 115X / 1366 / LGA2011 Square ILM, AMD: AM2(+) / AM3(+) / FM1 /
FM2(+)
LGA1150 ready: ✓
Backplate Mounting: ✓
Fan model, number: Pure Wings 2, 1x
Decoupled fan mounting: -
Overall noise level (dB(A)) @ 50/75/100% (rpm): 14.8 / 18.6 / 25.5

Heatsink Specifications

Dimensions (L x W x H), (mm): 134 x 122 x 50.4
Number of fins: 48
Fin material: Aluminum
Base material: Copper
CPU contact surface: CNC machined
Heatpipe number / Diameter (mm): 4 / 6
Surface treatment: -

Fan Specifications

Fan dimensions (mm): 120 x 120 x 25
+SilentWings: -
Speed @ 100% PWM (rpm): 1,500
Air flow @ 12V (cfm / m3/h): 87 / 51.4
Air pressure @ 12V (mm H2O): 1.25
Bearing type: Rifle
Motor technology: 4-pole fan motor
Rated voltage (V): 12
Input current (A): 0.09

http://www.bequiet.com/en/lexicon/search/141
http://www.bequiet.com/en/lexicon/search/102
http://www.bequiet.com/en/lexicon/search/119
http://www.bequiet.com/en/lexicon/search/115
http://www.bequiet.com/en/lexicon/search/199
http://www.bequiet.com/en/lexicon/search/178
http://www.bequiet.com/en/lexicon/search/487
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Input power (W): 1.1
Connector: 4-pin PWM
Cable length (mm): 220
Lifespan (h / 25°C): 80,000

Additional Information

Brand Be Quiet

SKU BK002

Weight 2.5000

Material Copper/Aluminum

Fan Dimensions 120mm

Fan Connection 4-Pin PWM

Vendor SKU/EAN 4260052184226

Internet Reviews

Review from ThermalBench
"At this price, it is the least expensive top-bottom style cooler I have tested so far and this
automatically raises its value in my books. It is also one of the shortest profile coolers on the
market. This, combined with a relatively quiet fan, would work wonders in an SFF build where heat
loads are not very high and case air flow isn’t always benefiting tower style coolers."
Click to read more
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http://www.bequiet.com/en/lexicon/search/178
http://thermalbench.com/2015/07/07/be-quiet-shadow-rock-lp-cpu-cooler/

